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ABSTRACT
Stream flow records are typically estimated with the use of empirical rating
curves. The conventional rating method relates stage to discharge, however
at sites prone to flow reversals, changes in stream bed roughness, backwater,
and tidal effects, a stage-discharge rating is not unique and a velocity-index
rating is often developed. A velocity-index rating relates the mean velocity of
the channel and an index-velocity calculated by averaging velocities measured
at defined locations and sampling intervals. The application of velocity index
ratings assumes that the relation between the measured index velocity and
the mean velocity in a cross-section is constant. This assumption is not valid
if the channel experiences significant flow disturbances. This thesis presents
a virtual flow meter developed to evaluate the effect of hydraulic factors such
as vegetation growth, obstacles in a channel, and variable backwater on the
stability of velocity-index rating curves.
Velocity distributions obtained from a three dimensional computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) model were used to simulate velocities measured by
an in-situ instrument and used to develop velocity-index ratings for the var-
ious flow and channel conditions modeled. The virtual flow meter allowed
for different instrument configurations to be tested (i.e. changing the num-
ber of beams, angle between beams, and orientation of instrument). This
thesis evaluates the ability of a virtual flow meter to provide insight to both
the effect of changes in flow and channel conditions, as well as changes in
instrument configuration, on velocity-index ratings.
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Streamflow offers many services in society, it provides a water supply for
domestic/commercial use, irrigation for agricultural crops, source of energy
for hydroelectric plants, supply for recreational use, means to transport and
dilute waste, amongst others. Records of streamflow provide information
regarding the availability and the spatial and time variability of stream-
flow (Rantz, 1982a). Accurate data are crucial for the improvement and
progress of hydrologic studies. Also, data allows for efficient management of
streams, including decisions regarding allocation of water resources, calibra-
tion of models, and the design of surface water related projects (Fenton and
Keller, 2001).
An improvement in water management for the supply of the aforemen-
tioned demands could have a significant impact on water conservation. In a
time when the common rhetoric surrounding water use tends to include terms
such as shortage, crisis, unsustainable, blue oil, and other concepts relating
to the increasing scarcity of this resource, it is of paramount importance to
efficiently manage water. Reliable open channel flow measurements are the
first step in accomplishing efficiency.
1.2 Motivation
Streamflow records comprise of a continuous report of volumetric flow rate
of water (discharge) at a stream-gaging station. A stream-gaging station
consists of instrumentation installed in the stream and operated such that a
continuous record of water-surface elevation (stage) and discharge is obtained
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(Rantz, 1982a). The stage and discharge recorded at a stream-gaging sta-
tion are typically related by a rating curve, established from measurements
(Fenton and Keller, 2001). Discharge ratings are empirical relations; at a
new site it is necessary to make a wide range of measurements to determine
this relation (Rantz, 1982a). The conventional method of rating is a stage-
discharge rating, which relates discharge to stage. This is known as a simple
rating. Other methods known as complex ratings are used at sites where
there is no simple relation between stage and discharge; hence, additional
variables are used. Examples include rate of change in stage for situations
in which storage causes the discharge rating to loop, water surface slope es-
timated from stage measured at two locations for instances where there is a
variable backwater, and velocity-index ”where special rating problems exist”
(Kennedy, 1984). The shortcomings in stage discharge ratings and the em-
pirical corrections developed to account for unsteady flow conditions (during
which a unique relation is no longer valid) have been well established and
documented. Schmidt does a thorough summary of such methods/efforts in
his PhD dissertation in 2002. Furthermore according to Fenton (2001), ”the
idea of a unique rating curve at a site is theoretically flawed”, there are nu-
merous factors that cause changes in ratings, they are called shifting controls
and include the following:
• Channel changes resulting from dredging, bridge construction, vegeta-
tion growth.
• Variable water storage, water overflowing from main channel onto the
floodplain.
• Vegetation growth, which will cause a change in channel roughness.
• Sediment transport, a bed in motion will affect the effective roughness,
friction will be greater before the flood peak then after the peak.
• Ice cover
• Backwater effects
As an alternative to a stage-discharge rating for a site, a velocity-index
rating curve can also be developed. The latter is preferred in the presence of
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back water effects, flow reversals, hysteresis effects, and changes in channel-
roughness (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002). A velocity-index rating is an empir-
ical relation between the mean velocity of the channel and an index velocity.
An index velocity is calculated by averaging measured velocities at a define
location and sampling interval. Similar to a stage discharge rating curve for
a particular site, a wide range of discharges have to be measured and an av-
erage velocity computed for each concurrent measurement of discharge and
index velocity. The difference between stage-discharge ratings and velocity-
index ratings lies in the use of a velocity-index instead of a stage for the
rating development. Mean velocity at a cross-section is a function of sev-
eral factors including cross-section geometry, flow depth, resistance, water
surface slope, and unsteadiness. This will be discussed in greater detail in
Chapter 2. The direct measurement of velocity accounts for many of these
factors while the measurement of stage for the development of a stage dis-
charge rating does not. Even the measurement of stage at two locations to
estimate friction slope with water surface slope often does not adequately ac-
count for factors affecting velocity. Thus, the direct measurement of velocity
allows for velocity-index ratings to provide more reliable discharge records
in conditions which involve unsteady flow, variable backwater, and variable
resistance. While velocity-index rating more directly accounts for factors af-
fecting velocity and discharge, the underlying assumption is that the relation
between the measured index velocity and the mean velocity in a cross-section
is constant, which is not always valid. If the channel undergoes significant
hydraulic changes such that the established relation between measured ve-
locities and channel mean velocities changes, the velocity-index rating will
produce erroneous discharge records. The stability of velocity-index ratings
is directly dependent on the stability of the velocity distributions in the sec-
tion of channel measured to establish the rating. When selecting a site for the
development of ratings, the stability of the channel is considered, however,
changes in the hydraulic characteristics of the stream are inevitable. These
changes can lead to shifts in the velocity-index rating curve because they
impact the relation between the measured velocity and the channel mean
velocity. To avoid errors in the estimated discharges, additional measure-
ments are required so that the rating continues to be valid (Morlock and
Nguyen, 2002). This approach is empirical (like the stage-discharge rating),
thus making the effect of channel changes difficult to isolate and identify.
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Therefore, in order to obtain a rating that is valid for all conditions ample
measurements must be performed.
Schmidt (2002) pointed out that velocity-index ratings suffer drawbacks
because of the spatial and temporal variability of velocity in channels. Also,
he noted that the empirical approach of velocity-index ratings does not help
further understand the processes affecting channel flow. The latter became
the inspiration for the work presented here; the tool developed for this thesis
provides an understanding of the effect hydraulic changes have on velocity-
index ratings, for this study these changes include vegetation growth, obsta-
cles in a channel, variable backwater, and changes in channel geometry.
1.3 Objective
The work presented in this thesis attempts to isolate hydraulic factors af-
fecting the stability of velocity-index rating curves. It provides a tool that
allows the user to accomplish a better comprehension of the effect hydraulic
changes have on velocity-index rating curves, which can lead to the fur-
ther understanding of the uncertainties brought about by such factors. The
uncertainty values reported in literature refer to measurements conducted
under ideal conditions. The ideal conditions include: smooth channel bed,
little turbulence, no obstruction effects, steady stage, no interference from
drift, channel vegetation, no ice on the flow, no significant angle in the flow
at the measuring site, negligible wind effect at the surface, among others.
(Pelletier, 1988). Such conditions are infrequently found, which raises the
questions: What impact would these imperfect conditions have on a rating
curve? How would they affect the accuracy of a discharge record at a site?
Exploring these questions in the field is nearly impossible because there is
no control over the conditions of the stream. Also, on site the changes in the
stream cannot be predicted and they don’t necessarily occur during the time
of measurement. Furthermore, it is difficult to determine the effect that each
hydraulic change in the channel has on the rating curve. As mentioned pre-
viously, the empirical nature of velocity-index ratings does not enhance the
understanding of such factors, because they are lumped into one parameter
(index velocity). The model presented here attempts to serve as guide for
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sites where hydraulic changes are troublesome. It can be used to understand
the response of the system to different hydraulic perturbations. It can also
be used in wider applications; through the calibration of a numerical model
for a particular site, this tool can assist in the development of velocity-index
rating curves. By using a numerical model the number of measurements
required can be dramatically reduced since only a small subset of measure-
ments is necessary to calibrate the model. The use of a model eliminates the
need for many measurements spanning the wide range of channel conditions
to validate a rating; instead, the data from the model can be used to build a
velocity-index rating.
Using this tool to build velocity-index ratings as an alternative to collecting
field data for the empirical approach is an application that was not explored
in this study. The scope was limited to the evaluation of this tool’s ability
to assist in further elucidating the effects that hydraulic changes have on
rating curves. To accomplish, this a commercial software called FLOW-3D
developed by Flow Science Inc was used to build a numerical model of two
trapezoidal channels. With the use of FLOW-3D numerous changes can be
introduced, including variable downstream water levels, vegetation growth,
non-uniform velocity distribution, obstacle obstructing flow, proximity to a
bend, effect of control structures, etcetera.
For this thesis, the tool developed examined only some hydraulic changes,
including the effects of vegetation growth along one bank of a straight trape-
zoidal channel, the effect of a variable backwater, and the effect of an ob-
struction in the flow. Different discharge conditions were modeled under
these factors in an attempt to facilitate the isolation of the impact each hy-
draulic change has on the rating curve. The ability to isolate each factor
will allow for an analysis that can direct the user to further their knowledge
of velocity-index rating curves and the effects of hydraulic changes in the
channel. Furthermore, this thesis explores the configuration of instruments
used to build velocity-index ratings and how changing this configuration (i.e.
changing the number of beams, the angle between beams, and the orientation
of instrument) can assist in the development of an instrument configuration
that will be able to establish resilient ratings.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW: OVERVIEW OF
TOOLS AND EFFORTS USED TO
MEASURE OPEN CHANNEL FLOW
The stage-discharge ratings and velocity-index ratings were briefly dis-
cussed previously. In this section a description of the procedure used to
measure flow in streams is outlined. In addition, the conceptual approach
used as justification for the use of discharge rating curves will be reviewed
along with the limitation of using rating curves for discharge approximation.
Furthermore, the instrumentation used to measure flow in channels will be
discussed with an emphasis on the instruments used for the development of
velocity-index rating curves.
2.1 Methodology for Stream Flow Measurement
Regardless of the rating applied it is necessary to perform flow measure-
ments to determine discharge in the channel of interest. A wide range of
instruments are used to measure discharge including: floats, tracers, me-
chanical current meters, deflection meters, acoustic velocity meters, electro-
magnetic velocity meters, and critical flow devices (Rantz, 1982a). Some of
these instruments have also been used to measure index velocities, they are
discussed in Section 2.2.
Discharge at a stream is computed with the continuity equation:
Q = V A (2.1)
Where Q is the total discharge, A is the cross-sectional area, and V is the
mean velocity of the flow perpendicular to A (Rantz, 1982a). To apply
equation 2.1 a certain methodology for the calculation of area and mean
velocity at a cross-section of a stream has to be applied. As an example,
the midsection method for the computation of discharge at a section with
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a conventional current meter will be described in detailed. This method
calls for the measurement of channel width, velocity, and depth; where the
measurements of velocities and depths are conducted at different verticals
that divide the cross-section into subsections (Rantz, 1982a).
The midsection method as described by Rantz provides a methodology
for dividing the cross-section where the discharge measurement will be con-
ducted; vertical lines divide the section into subsection areas, which extend
laterally half a distance from one vertical to the preceding vertical and half
a distance to the next vertical. It also outlines where the velocities are sam-
pled and how they are averaged; velocities are sampled and averaged at each
vertical, and the average at each vertical is taken to be the mean velocity of
the rectangular subsection surrounding the vertical line where the sampling
was done.
Figure 2.1: Midsection method for the computation of discharge at a
stream cross-section, from Rantz (1982)
Figure 2.1 depicts how a cross-section is divided for the midsection method.
Thus if the cross-section is divided by n verticals, the discharge qn corre-







See Figure 2.1 for explanation of variables used in equation 2.2. The sum-
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mation of the the discharge computed for each of the subsections in the
cross-section will yield the total discharge Q (Rantz, 1982a).
Computation of discharge at a cross-section in a stream requires the mea-
surement of the average velocity at each of the verticals. To obtain this mean
velocity, numerous point measurements of velocity can be made throughout
the vertical or the mean can be approximated with fewer points by using a
known relation between the measured points and the mean in the vertical;
this relation is based on numerous studies involving observations and math-






, where u is the velocity measured at a point along the vertical, u is
the mean vertical velocity, y is the location of the measurement, and d is the
depth of water. For an outline of when this theory is applicable see Table
2.1 (Rantz, 1982b).
The uncertainty in a discharge measurement is attributed to the uncer-
tainties in the estimate of cross-sectional area, uncertainties in the integral
approximation via summations, the uncertainties due to the number of mea-
surements in each vertical, and the limited number of individual velocity
measurements (Pelletier, 1988). In discharge calculation there is also an error
associated with the instrumentation used and the accuracy of its calibration.
A discharge measurement at a site might be considered accurate; however,
this accuracy will vary from measurement to measurement, carrying this un-
certainty over to the rating curve. The accuracy of a stream flow record is
thus dependent on the accuracy of the individual measurements conducted
to build the rating, the distribution of these measurements in time and stage,
and the procedure used to compute the record (Pelletier, 1988).
As previously mentioned, discharge ratings are empirical relations, and
therefore at a new site it is necessary to make a wide range of measurements
to determine this relation. Furthermore, changes in the stream conditions
will have an effect on the rating curve and thus periodic measurements are
required to verify the validity of the rating or to track any necessary shifts
(Rantz, 1982a). In the case of a stage-discharge rating, once the rating curve
is established, then the discharge for a particular site can be estimated by
simply measuring a stage and using the rating curve to compute a discharge.
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1. Sixths tenths depth method: Velocity measurements are made
at 0.6 of the water depth below the surface to estimate a mean
vertical velocity.
2. Surface velocity method: Optical or radar or acoustic instrument
used to measure velocities at the water surface.
3. Subsurface velocity method: Velocity is measured at some dis-
tance below the surface.
4. Two tenths depth method: Velocity measurements are made at
0.2 of the water depth below the surface.
5. Two point method: Velocity measurements are made at 0.2 and
0.8 of the water depth below the surface and averaged to estimate
a mean vertical velocity.
6. Three point method: Velocity measurements are made at 0.2, 0.6,
and 0.8 of the water depth below the surface. Velocities measured
at 0.2 and 0.8 are averaged, and this average is averaged with the







is not well behaved.
7. Vertical velocity curve: Velocity measurements are made at mul-
tiple points spaced by 0.1 times the depth of water between the
bed of the channel and the surface
8. Integration method: A velocity meter is lowered to the bed and
raised at a constant rate along the vertical to compute an average
velocity.
Hybrid, not integrating entire profile but adding more mea-
surements along vertical to account for atypical velocity profile
9. Five point method: Velocity measurements are made at 0.2, 0.6,
and 0.8 of the water depth below the surface and as close as
possible to the bed and surface of the stream.
10. Six point method: Identical to the five point method with an ad-
ditional measurement at 0.4 of the water depth below the surface.
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This method for determining discharge is widely accepted and used (Rantz,
1982b; Kennedy, 1984; Fenton and Keller, 2001). However, producing rating
curves requires a lot of work and can be very expensive, so much so that an
increasing number of measuring sites or stations are being discontinued due
to limited funding (Kean, 2005).
2.2 Index Velocity Measuring Instrumentation
An index velocity measured in a channel is used as an estimator of the mean
channel velocity (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002). The instrumentation that
has been used to measure index velocities includes: Acoustic Velocity Me-
ter (AVM) (Laenen, 1985, 1989; Sloat and Gain, 1995), Acoustic Doppler
Velocity Meter (ADVM) (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002; Ruhl and Simpson,
2005), and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) (Huang, 2004). The
following sections will give a brief description of these instruments.
2.2.1 Travel Time: AVM
The Acoustic Velocity Meter system (AVM) consists of two acoustic trans-
ducers that are at the same depth aimed at each other diagonally across the
section of a stream; see Figure 2.2 (Simpson, 2000). AVMs have been in op-
eration since 1965. They use the ’time of travel’ principle to determine the
velocity between two points in a stream (Laenen and Smith, 1982). AVMs
operate by measuring water velocity with a sonic or ultrasonic signal along
an acoustic path oblique to the flow. The acoustic signal travels faster down-
stream than upstream, and the difference in time gives the velocity of water
along the beam (Laenen, 1989). The velocity along the acoustic path is pro-
portional to the travel time difference between the acoustic signals. The index
velocity is determined from the velocity found along the acoustic path, the
distance between the transducers and the angle of the acoustic path (Ruhl
and Simpson, 2005).
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Figure 2.2: Example of an Acoustic Velocity Meter (AVM),from Ruhl and
Simpson (2005).
2.2.2 Acoustic Doppler: ADVM and ADCP
Acoustic Doppler Velocity Meters and Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers
measure water velocities by applying the Doppler effect, they transmit and
receive sound pulses with a set frequency along acoustic beams (Morlock,
1996; Morlock and Nguyen, 2002). As the sound travels along the beams, it
comes into contact with suspended matter in the water; this collision causes a
portion of the sound wave to reflect back to the transducer. Reflected waves
along the acoustic beam have a frequency shift that can be related to the
velocity of the suspended matter in the water (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002).
The matter that is suspended in water is assumed to travel on average at the
same velocity as the water (Morlock, 1996).
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Acoustic Doppler Velocity Meter: ADVM
ADVM samples velocities for a user-set time and averages them; at the
end of each sample time the ADVM reports the corresponding average veloc-
ity measured (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002).ADVMs are generally classified in
three categories: point velocity, single bin, and profiler (Ruhl and Simpson,
2005). Point velocity ADVMs sample a small volume with converging beams
to measure velocity. Point velocity ADVMs are typically used in the field or
laboratory to measure velocities at a point, however they are not used for
the development of velocity-index ratings ratings. Single bin ADVMs sam-
ple larger volumes with divergent beams. The size of the sample volume can
range from the maximum instrument range to a a few centimetres. ADVM
profilers also use divergent beams for velocity measurement, however they
contain multiple bins and can measure velocities at various locations along
the beams (Ruhl and Simpson, 2005). Single bin ADVMs and ADVM pro-
filers can be used for the development of velocity-index ratings. They can
measure index velocities with the following configurations: upward-looking,
downward-looking, and side-looking. In addition to these, ADVM profilers
can be mounted on a mobile boat using a downward looking configuration
(Ruhl and Simpson, 2005). For an illustreation of a side looking ADVM and
an up looking ADVM see Figures 2.3 and 2.4.
Factors that can affect the validity of a velocity-index rating include:
changes in section geometry where the ADVM is located, overbank flows,
weed growth (bias ADVM velocities to low), ice cover (affects vertical veloc-
ity distribution), density gradients in water (cause bending of ADVM rays),
and instrument error in velocity measurement (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002).
Acoustic Doppler Current Meter: ADCP
The ADCP uses multiple beams to obtain a velocity in three dimensions.
The beams in the ADCP velocity profiler have cells that are uniformly spaced
and measure the average velocity over the range of depth of each cell. ADCP
divide their measurements into uniformly spaced cells hence they are capable
of providing a velocity profile throughout the depth of the channel. Because
ADCP, use the shift in sound waves as they are reflected by matter in the
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Figure 2.3: Example of side looking ADVM, from Ruhl and Simpson (2005)
water column, they are limited to measurements away from the surface, side
wall, and bottom of the channel. The beams are pointed in different di-
rections, and trigonometric relations can be used to determine the different
components of the velocities measured along each beam. In order to compute
the three velocity components it is assumed that for a given depth the flow
Figure 2.4: Example of up-looking ADVM, from Ruhl and Simpson (2005)
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is uniform. This is a critical assumption; the use of trigonometry to compute
the components of the flow will produce false results if the assumption of flow
homogeneity is not valid (Gordon, 1996). Furthermore, there is uncertainty
that stems from random errors in the measurements which can be reduced
by increasing the averaging time of each sample (Gordon, 1996).
2.3 Rating Curves: Use of Stage-Discharge
Obtaining a direct measurement of discharge in an open channel is time
consuming, expensive, and dangerous during high flows (Schmidt and Yen,
2008). Because of the limitations of direct discharge measurements, discharge
records are predominantly obtained via rating curves. In fact, most discharge
records are obtained by relating measured water elevations to channel dis-
charge (Rantz, 1982b; Kennedy, 1984). This is done by taking measurements
for various stages and corresponding discharges and plotting them on a stage
versus discharge graph with the expectation that a unique curve relating
stage and discharge can be drawn through those points (Fenton and Keller,
2001). One can often assume that the stage-discharge ratings follow a power
law as shown in equation 2.3.
Q = c(h+ a)α (2.3)
Where c, a, and α are constants that are empirically found, and h is the
water depth (Rantz, 1982b). The stage-discharge rating can be a compound
curve with different constants that follow the form of Equation 2.3. The
unique relation between stage and discharge assumed by Equation 2.3 has
been justified by two conceptual approaches; one is the concept known as a
control and the other uses open channel flow formulas and assumes steady
flow conditions (Schmidt and Yen, 2008).
The control concept assumes that the relation between stage and discharge
is controlled by a section or channel reach downstream of the gaging station.
A section control is capable of maintaining a stable relation between stage and
discharge; however, this relation is typically only effective for low flows and
becomes invalid at high flows when the section control is submerged (Rantz,
1982b). A channel control occurs when the geometry and roughness of a
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reach downstream from a gaging station control the rating (Rantz, 1982a).
Figure 2.5 depicts a section and channel control. In addition, it shows how
a flood wave drowns the section control.
Figure 2.5: River section showing controls for different water levels as a
flood moves downstream, from Fenton and Keller(2001)
.
A stable control will result in a stable stage-discharge relation; however, a
varying control will result in an unstable rating that requires periodic mea-
surements for validation (Rantz, 1982a). When a section control becomes
submerged as shown in Figure 2.5, the channel control will be in effect. This
combination is referred to as a compound control. The channel control is
also prone to instabilities and changes. For example, shifts in a channel con-
trol are commonly caused by scour and fill, vegetation growth, and obstacles
obstructing the flow (Rantz, 1982b).
Schmidt and Yen (2008) gave an overview of a conceptual approach that
has been historically used to justify the unique relation between stage and
discharge. Starting with Equation 2.1, which describes discharge in a cross
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Where n is the Manning’s resistance coefficient, C is the Chezy resistance
coefficient, f is the Darcy-Weisbach resistance coefficient, and g is the accel-
eration of gravity.







Sf can be established from the one dimensional momentum equation for
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Where H to the water depth and So is the channel slope. Equation 2.9 can
be rearranged and solved for Sf
















Schmidt and Yen (2008) pointed out that in Equation 2.8 the product of
A
√
R has often been assumed to be constant for a given stage. However,
from equation 2.8 its observed that Q is a function of not only geometry, but
also of resistance and friction slope. In natural channels, applying Equation
2.3 has proven to be troublesome at some sites because the stage discharge
relation is not unique, rather it is multivalued (Schmidt, 2002, 2004; Schmidt
and Yen, 2008; Fenton and Keller, 2001). The use of Equation 2.3 simplifies
Equation 2.8 by assuming steady uniform flow (Sf = So), treating the re-
sistance K, A, and R as functions of stage alone (Schmidt and Yen, 2008).
This simplification of the momentum equation requires conditions that are
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not common at gaging stations; which has resulted in the limited success of
stage-discharge rating curves (Schmidt, 2004).
When the location of a gage station (site to build a rating curve) is selected
there are hydraulic features that should be taken into account. In particular,
according to Rantz (1982), to achieve a stable discharge rating relation the
hydraulic characteristics that should be considered when choosing a site for
a gage include:
• Flow is fairly uniform and established across the width of the stream.
• Stream is straight for 100 meters upstream and downstream of the gage.
• The flow is confined to one channel at all times.
• The stream does not have scour, fill, and/or vegetation growth.
• Banks are permanent and high enough to contain floods; additionally
banks are free of brush
• The gage site is not influenced by another stream or by tidal effects.
• A section of the stream is available for discharge measurements near
the gage location.
• The site is accessible for maintenance of the gage station.
A gage site might not comply with all these requirements; thus in the selection
of a site judgement has to be employed to determine the best site within the
limiting factors (Rantz, 1982b).
Additional factors that impact the stage-discharge rating is the formation
of ice on channel because it leads to backwater effects. Further, if the stream
being gauged is a sand bed stream this might also cause unstable ratings due
to changes in stream bed configuration i.e. ripples, dunes, standing waves
and antidunes. Additionally, sand bed streams are prone to scour and fill
overtime depending on the discharge though the stream. For a sand-channel
stream, the shape and position of the stage discharge rating will vary form
flood to flood, making it difficult to quantify the random scatter in discharge
records obtained with a non-stable rating (Rantz, 1982b).
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2.4 Rating Curves: Use of Velocity-Index
The application of a stage-discharge rating curve is based on the following
assumptions: stable channel conditions, stable control conditions, minimal
or no backwater effects, no flow reversals, and gravity driven open channel
flow with minimal rate of change in momentum (Sloat and Gain, 1995).
At some gaging sites it is impractical to develop a stage-discharge rating
curves because the flow conditions do not permit establishment of a stable
stage-discharge rating. The flow conditions leading to such problems were
outlined by Morlock (2002), and include: flow reversals, backwater effects,
hysteresis effects (changing stage discharge relations for rising and falling
stage), changes in roughness attributed to ice cover, vegetation growth, and
changes in bed forms. Sloat (1995) also mentioned problematic sites, in
particular sites with tide effects (i.e. river flowing to ocean), or sites where
backwater conditions are significant.
In order to compensate for possible shortcomings of the stage discharge rat-
ing, additional methods have been looked at for establishing a rating through
the use of different parameters. One of these methods involves the used of
measured velocities at a section of a channel and using these measurements
to build a velocity-index rating curve. A velocity-index rating relates mea-
sured velocities at a section to the mean velocity at a cross-section. The use of
velocity-index rating as opposed to a stage discharge rating separates velocity
and area in to two separate ratings: the velocity index rating and the stage
area rating. The velocity-index rating outputs an estimated mean channel
velocity and the stage area rating outputs an estimated cross-sectional area,
V and A respectively (Levesque and Oberg, 2012). Where V is a function
of stage, streamwise velocity, cross-stream velocity, and velocity head and A
is a function of stage and channel section geometry (Levesque and Oberg,
2012). The use of these measured velocities to estimate a mean velocity in
the cross-section in conjunction with stage area rating curve has proven to be
a promising approach to estimate discharge (Simpson, 2000). On the other
hand the stage-discharge rating combines the effect of velocity and area in a
single rating with relation to stage (Levesque and Oberg, 2012).
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Development of a Velocity Index Rating Curve
The methodology developed by the USGS for the computation of river
discharge from instruments that measure velocities in a stream involves the
use of equation 2.1 and the following steps:
1. Install velocity measuring instruments at gaging station and record
data. Make concurrent stage and discharge measurements near the
gaging station.
2. Survey channel and build a stage area relation.
3. Compute mean cross-section velocity for each measured discharge by
dividing the measured discharge by the area obtained from the stage
area curve.
4. Average the velocity measurements taken with the installed instrument
for the time window during which each discharge measurement was
conducted to determine index velocity.
After following the steps listed above for a range of flow conditions mea-
surements of stage, area, mean cross-section velocities and mean velocities
measured by an instrument are obtained. The measured velocity from the in-
stalled instrument is also referred to as an index velocity because it is used as
an estimator of the mean channel velocity. These data are used to develop an
empirical relation between the mean cross-sectional velocity (computed from
measured discharge) and the measured index velocity. Once the velocity-
index rating curve is established, the continuously recorded index velocity
can be used to estimate a mean velocity in the cross section (Rantz, 1982b).
For each site, a stage area rating is also required. A stage area rating is
a relation between water level and channel cross-sectional area. This type
of rating will be valid and accurate if care was taken to survey the channel
geometry correctly and no significant changes have occurred to this geom-
etry over time. Once the stage area rating and the velocity index rating
are established, the product of the mean cross-sectional velocity (estimated
from the velocity-index rating) and cross sectional area (computed from the
established stage area rating) results in a discharge record (Rantz, 1982b).
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The validity of these records are dependent on the following: accuracy and
stability of the stage-area and index velocity ratings, the accuracy of the ve-
locity measurements and accuracy of the discharge measurements completed
to produce the rating. Moreover, the records produced by the ratings should
be within the range of the discharge measurements used to establish the
index velocity rating (Morlock and Nguyen, 2002).
Instrument applications for the development of Velocity-Index Ratings
The instruments used to measure velocities were discussed in Section 2.2.
This section outlines some of their applications towards the development of
velocity-index ratings curves.
The accuracy of the index velocity determined with the AVM and its rela-
tion to the mean channel velocity is dependent on the ”water environment”
and thus difficult to assess (Laenen, 1989). The hydraulic environment af-
fects the accuracy with which the acoustic path length and the angle to the
flow direction can be established, the stability of acoustic path, and the sta-
bility of the relation between the path index velocity and the mean channel
velocity. Further, the stability of this relation relies on the vertical velocity
distribution and density gradients. Vertical or horizontal density gradients
cause bending of the acoustic beams which results in velocity measurements
along a longer distorted acoustic path. A distorted acoustic path causes the
relation between the measured index velocity and the channel mean veloc-
ity to no longer be unique, hence introducing errors to the rating (Laenen,
1989). Geometry changes can also have an effect on the rating curve because
a changing geometry causes an unstable relation between the index velocity
(path velocity) and the mean channel velocity (Laenen, 1985).
Laenen (1982) outlines sites where AVMs have been used for the measure-
ment of stream flow, along with possible explanations for their successful or
failed applications:
• Colombia River Coulee Dam below Grand: Operation started 1968,
problems on site due to air entrainment leading to attenuation of acous-
tic signals and loss of data.
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• Willamette River at Portland: Operation started 1972, site was de-
termined to produce accurate data with stable single rating fitting 43
measurements within +2.5 to -8.5%.
• Osage River (downstream of Truman Dam): Operation started 1978,
six transducer paths, reports noted that from start of operation until
1983 the performance of AVMs on site was poor. Problems resulted
from bubbles in water and stream limes crossing the measuring site at
variable angles. Velocities reported by AVM varied from -85 ro 285
m/s for a constant downstream discharge of 140m
3
s
• Chipps Island: Approximately 1000 meters wide, the length between
the two AVM transducers was about 1200 meters. This site was affected
by tides and variation in salinity concentration. The site exhibited ray
bending as by-product of temperature and salinity gradients. How-
ever, at this site prone to tide effects the AVM was successful in the
measurement of gross tidal flows.
• United Kingdom: In 1983 a total of 19 AVM sites were in operation with
an overall accuracy of +/− 5%; if the site had at least four paths the
accuracy was +/−4%. When considering sites for AVM installation,
sites with the following hydraulic conditions required a more careful
inspection: aquatic growth, temperature and salinity changes, sites
with oblique flows, ponded water, and sites prone to tide effects.
Overall, the use of AVM proved to be most strongly affected by the ir-
regularity of velocity distribution at sites. Where velocity distributions are
regular the measurements established through AVM are primarily affected
by: path interference, ray bending, attenuation and changes in streamline
orientation. If such conditions are carefully considered when selecting a site
then given constant maintenance, AVMs can have the potential to be highly
accurate (Laenen and Smith, 1982).
Morlock (2002) conducted a study in which ADVM’s were installed at
three USGS gaging stations in Indiana: the Kankakee River at Davis, the
Iroquois River near Foresman, and Fall Creek at Millersville. Data collected
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at the Kankakee site indicated that a linear fit between mean channel veloc-
ity and ADVM index velocity was not a good fit. At this site it was assumed
that stage was also a factor to be considered in the rating curve. To confirm
this, two velocity profiles were collected with an Acoustic Doppler Veloc-
ity Profiler on different dates. During one of the measurements the stage
was 6.20ft and during the other it was 11.77ft. The side looking ADVM
was held at a constant elevation of 4ft during both measurements. For the
different ADCP measurements the mean vertical velocity occurred at differ-
ent depths, illustrating that the relation between the ADVM and the mean
channel velocity is dependent on stage. The ratio between the mean channel
velocity and the index-velocity measured by the ADVM changes from 0.96 to
1.42 for the lower and higher stage scenarios respectively. Morlock concluded
that the movement of the mean velocity along the vertical is attributed to
the roughness of the channel bottom, with increased roughness causing in-
creased curvature in the vertical velocity profile. For the Iroquois river the
linear regression fitted to the collected data indicated that the measured in-
dex velocity was the only parameter to consider. The Fall Creek data was
also fitted to a linear rating however, for this site a curvilinear rating would
be more appropriate. It is expected that the linear relation will be valid as
long as the flow is contained within the main channel. If however, there is
overflow to the floodplain, this relation will no longer be linear. This limi-
tation resulted because range of measurement conducted to build the rating
were lower than the overbank flow; to define a more accurate rating flows
larger than the overbank discharge need to be incorporated in the rating
development.
2.5 Use of Computational Fluid Dynamics Software:
FLOW-3D
The measurements needed to develop index-velocity ratings are costly and
time consuming. Furthermore this approach requires assumptions regarding
the effects of factors including but not limited to: vegetation, accelerating
flows, over bank flows, and the effects of changes in the velocity distributions
at a section (Schmidt and Yen, 2008). Also, there is no on-site control over
these factors. Hence, to obtain a large enough range of data that encompasses
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all the possible variations of effects the site can experience would require a
significant amount of time, and is probably an impractical task. Further,
even if that level of detail was obtained for a particular site, the results are
site specific and the procedure would have to be repeated if another site was
considered. To alleviate this colossal task the work presented in this thesis
proposes the use of FLOW-3D for the development of a data base that is
representative of numerous hydraulic conditions in a channel and from which
velocity-index rating curves can be developed to explore and examine the
effects of various perturbations to the channel geometry and flow.
2.6 Numerical Model: FLOW-3D
FLOW-3D is a three dimensional commercially available CFD software
developed by Flow Science. FLOW-3D uses the finite volume method to
solve the Reynolds Averaged Navier-Stokes equations (RANS). FLOW-3D
subdivides the computational domain into a grid of rectangular cells (the
cells can be of variable size). This grid serves to divide the physical space
into small volumes with nodes associated to them. The nodes store values
of variables such as velocity, water depth, and pressure. In other words, the
mesh or grid discretizes the physical domain and computes values at nodes,
thus there is a correlation between mesh size and accurate representation of
the physical domain modelled. FLOW-3D also has five different turbulence
models: Prandtl mixing length, the one equation model, the two equation
k−  model, the Renormalization-Group model (RNG), and the Large Eddy
simulation model (LES) (FLOW-3D, 2009). Obstacles in the computational
domain are defined with Fractional Area Volume Obstacle Representation
Method (FAVOR); this method assigns cells in the computational domain a
value between zero and one, corresponding respectively to empty and full,
effectively defining geometries or obstacles in the mesh. The area fraction
values and volume fraction values are placed on the cell faces (FLOW-3D,
2009). The free surface is defined with the Volume of Fluid Method (VOF),
where the fluid fraction varies from zero to one, for empty cells to full cells
(Barkhudarov, 2004).
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The initial and boundary conditions in FLOW-3D are set at each of the six
sides of the mesh block used to discretize the space. These conditions can be
set by the user. The general list includes: symmetry, rigid walls, continuative,
periodic, specified pressure, specified velocity, outflow, and volume flow rate
among others (FLOW-3D, 2009).
2.7 Validation of Software: Previous Applications of
FLOW-3D
Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) models have been employed to ex-
plore river dynamics; in recent years due to the advancement in compu-
tational capabilities, application has expanded from simple hydrodynamic
problems to the simulation of flow in reach scale problems involving straight
reaches, stream confluences and river bends (Rodriguez and et al, 2004).
This study applies the use of FLOW-3D, developed by Flow Science Inc.,
to explore the flow characteristics in prismatic open channel. FLOW-3D
is a state-of-the-art fully three dimensional commercial software that solves
the three dimensional transient Navier-Stokes equations by a finite-volume-
finite-differences method in a fixed grid (Rodriguez and et al, 2004). This
model has been used to solve complex flow regimes, examples of which will
be outlined in this section.
J.F Rodriguez et al in 2004 conducted a study in which the results of nu-
merical simulations of the flow of a sinuous reach of the Embarras River in
East Central Illinois from two different models were compared. One of the
models was a two dimensional depth average code and the other was FLOW-
3D. The FLOW-3D model generated thoroughly detailed information of the
flow field while the two dimensional model output depth averaged results.
Both results were compared to three dimensional velocity data collected in
the Embarras reach. This study found that both models accurately predicted
the main flow characteristics. The advantage of the three dimensional model
was that it not only predicted the velocity field, it was also successful at
predicting sediment transport in the reach because of the near bed veloci-
ties results produced, which are correlated to patterns of sediment transport
and bed morphology. Additionally the three dimensional model was able to
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predict zones of maximum near-bank velocities that coincided with the field
measurements and which have been associated with bank erosion.
The Utah water research laboratory (UWRL) completed a study that com-
pared flow parameters over an ogee-crested spillway from results obtained
from a FLOW-3D numerical model, a physical model, and designed curves
developed by US Bureau of Reclamation (USBR) and the US Army Corps of
Engineers (USACE). The study showed that while the results obtained from
each method compared well, the numerical model provided the additional
benefit of producing detailed pressure data and velocity fields (Savage and
Johnson, 2001).
FLOW-3D was also applied in a study that evaluated the flow over a broad
crested weir. The results obtained from FLOW-3D were similar to those
produced from a physical model and another numerical model. The FLOW-
3D model successfully predicted the surface profile over the weir, however
a small deviation of 0 − 2% was found between the computed discharge
coefficients by each numerical model. The difference in computed discharge
coefficients was largest for smaller discharges. This study found that using a
numerical model has the advantage of providing detailed information of flow
parameters over the whole section of the weir and it has the flexibility of
producing numerous investigative cases by changing parameters such as flow
rates, roughness, and the size and shape of the weir (Haun and Olsen, 2011)
The preceding paragraphs highlight selected studies illustrating the capa-
bilities of Flow-3D to applications similar to that from this research. Table
2.2 presents a sampling of FLOW-3D applications to further illustrate its
application to open channel flow.
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Successfully modeled sediment transport and water-quality com-
ponents to determine oxygen demand varying in both space and
time for specific flow events.
Vasquez and
Walsh (2009)




Model the flow field around an ADCP to determine its effect on
the near instrument velocities measured
Teklemariam
et al. (2002)
Successfully reproduce flow patterns and velocity magnitudes
observed in physical model, predicted discharge capacity
through diversion structure, and simulated the eddy location




MODEL OF VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION
The capabilities of FLOW-3D discussed previously have shown that it is
an appropriate tool for hydraulic modeling. FLOW-3D has successfully pro-
duced results of flow parameters necessary for the understanding of the main
flow characteristics. More important for the goals of this study is the ability
of FLOW-3D to give an accurate representation of the distribution of three-
dimensional flow velocities. This will be used to develop a data base of flow
velocities representative of the conditions in a channel for various discharges
under different downstream water depth boundary conditions and channel
hydraulics (clean channel, channel with vegetation growth and channel with
an obstacle).
3.1 Numerical Model
The numerical models in this study were built using FLOW-3D, applying
the RNG model for the turbulence closure, which uses equations similar
to the k−  model, however, constants are defined explicitly in the RNG
model as opposed to the empirically. Obstacles in the computational domain
are defined with Fractional Area Volume Obstacle Representation Method
(FAVOR), Figure 3.1 (below) gives an example of the rendering done in
FLOW-3D for the geometry of one of the channel used in this study.
The boundary conditions in the model were set at each of the six sides
of the mesh block, where the minimum x boundary is set as a constant dis-
charge and maximum x is set as a pressure boundary condition that assumes
a hydrostatic pressure distribution along a user specified depth (Savage and
Johnson, 2001). For the numerical model presented here the depth defined at
the downstream boundary condition varies with time to produce a variable
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Figure 3.1: Rendering from FLOW-3D, depicts Case One geometry used for
study with the length scales in each direction x,y,z, in red, green, and blue
respectively.
backwater condition, and the boundary conditions in the maximum and min-
imum z and y planes are set to a wall condition. Details on how the inflow
and the downstream water elevation boundary conditions were determined
will be further discussed in Section 3.2.
3.2 Methodology
The case studies in this thesis explore the effect of hydraulic changes to
channel conditions on velocity-index rating curves. The models built in
FLOW-3D corresponded to two trapezoidal prismatic channels, with dif-
ferent aspect ratios, α. The aspect ratio is a ratio of channel top width to
channel depth. At bank-full condition one of the channels had a value of
α ≈ 4 while the other had a value of α ≈ 22. Hereafter the channels will
be referred to as Case One (α ≈ 4) and Case Two (α ≈ 22). To determine
the number of simulations for each case the first step involved computing
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) for Case One and Case Two respectively.
Table 3.1: Channel Properties
Channel Properties Case One Case Two
Top Width 3.82(m) 22(m)
Bottom Width 1.82 20
Side Slope 1 1
Depth 1(m) 1(m)
Bed Slope 0.0023 0.0023
Manning’s n 0.02 0.02







The discharge of each simulation was determined by taking a different
percentage of the bank-full discharge for each case. Table 3.2 and Table 3.3
outline the simulations for each case (One and Two respectively). For each
discharge modeled the downstream boundary condition was set as a variable
backwater.
Table 3.2: Case One Simulations
Simulation Number Percent Bankfull Q(
m3
s
) Critical Depth (m)
1 75 4.2 0.709
2 50 2.8 0.557
3 21 1.2 0.331
4 18 1.04 0.303
5 17 0.975 0.290
6 11 0.650 0.225
7 6 0.325 0.144
Further, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 also provide the critical depth for each of the
discharges used as an inflow condition. The computation of critical depth
aided in the determination of the downstream boundary condition, which
was set as varying depth decreasing from 0.8m (almost full) to critical. The
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Table 3.3: Case Two Simulations
Simulation Number Percent Bankfull Q(
m3
s
) Critical Depth (m)
1 75 36.8 0.69
2 50 24.5 0.53
3 20 9.8 0.29
varying downstream depth was set in a step like function; each depth was set
constant for approximately 390 seconds, and a change in depth occurred over
a 10 second period decreasing from 0.8m in set increments until the critical
depth was reached (last step). The time of constant depth (before a change)
was found by running several cases and determining that a simulation took
approximately 350 seconds to converge. Allowing a constant depth over a 390
second period ensures that the simulation reaches steady conditions before a
change is introduced.
Each of the simulations was modeled under three different channel condi-
tions: clean channel, channel with vegetation growth, and a channel with an
obstacle. The vegetation growth was simulated by increasing the side bank
roughness; initially for the clean channel condition the roughness was set at
0.02, and this value was increased on the side bank to 0.80 to simulate the
vegetation growth. The obstacle was simulated by introducing a cylindrical
object in the channel which obstructed the flow, with a radius of 0.60m and
a height of 0.80m. Figure 3.2 gives a visual of these two channel conditions.
This Figure depicts with green the location of roughness increase, and out-
lines where along the x-axis the measurements were collected in reference to
the beginning and end of the channel domain. It also illustrates the loca-
tion of the cylindrical object obstructing the flow and the location where the
measurements were conducted.
3.3 MATLAB Application: Development of Virtual
Meters
For each discharge simulation in a case study, three different channel con-
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of channel conditions. Note figure not to scale.
tative of a range of discharges and channel conditions. The data obtained
from FLOW-3D were saved to text files and processed in MATLAB, with a
code developed that simulated flow instruments of different configurations.
The text files extracted from the simulation results contained x, y, and z
coordinates, values for the fraction of fluid, fraction of area, fluid depth, and
u, v, and w velocity components for the center of each computational cell.
The MATLAB code performed the following:
1. Mapped in three dimensional space the center coordinates for each
computational mesh for which simulated data were available.
2. Filtered data to only include cells with fluid, i.e. fraction of volume
and fraction of area greater than zero. This filtering was done in order
to reduce the number of cells to be searched in subsequent steps.
3. Determined the spatial location of the center line of each beam of the
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acoustic instrument; mapped center line to the computational mesh
based on the location of the instrument and the beam configuration.
4. Define acoustic beams as cylinders with radius of five centimetres; de-
pending on the configuration specified they have different path angles.
5. Extract velocities in the reduced computational mesh from Step 2 that
fall within the acoustic beams. These velocities are saved to a text
file for further processing to determine the index velocity based on the
velocities measured by the beams of the desired acoustic instrument.
(See Figure 3.3)
6. Identify the cross-section closest to the placement of the virtual mea-
suring instrument.
7. Compute the discharge perpendicular to this cross-section by dividing
the section into rectangles defined by the computational mesh, and





where N is the number cells in the cross-section, ui is the x component
of the velocity reported at the center of the mesh cells, Ai the area of
cell face perpendicular to the flow, defined by the product of dyi, dzi,
and FFi. Note that dyi and dzi correspond to the length of the cell
size in the y and z direction respectively , and FFi is the fraction of
of fluid reported for the ith cell, it varies from 0 to 1 for empty to full.
After performing this sum the mean velocity of the cross-section can
be computed by dividing the total discharge by the total area of the
section.
Figure 3.3 gives an example of a reduced computational mesh with a typi-
cal Up-Looking beam configuration embedded within the center of the chan-
nel. It also depicts in red the points of the mesh that fall within the beams
these are extracted and processes for the development of velocity-index rating
curves. However, it is worth noting that Figure 3.3 is an example that illus-
trates one instrument configuration with beams defined in a plane shooting
upstream and downstream of the flow at angles of 45 and -45 degrees from
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Figure 3.3: Up-Looking instrument plotted in a reduced computational
mesh.
the vertical. This is one example of the configurations used in this study.
Instruments can have different configurations, some that defined all of its
beams in one plane, or with beams defined in different planes. In this study
we considered the Up-Looking for which the beams are define in a xz-plane
shooting upstream and downstream. We also defined a Side Looking instru-
ment where the beams are defined on a yx-plane, and finally we considered
a Tetrahedral instrument where beams are defined in multiple planes. The
Tetrahedral configuration contains a total of five beams. It was defined with
three angles, θ1, θ2, and θ3. The angle θ1 is used to define the beams within
the xz-plane that shoot upstream and downstream from the vertical at an-
gles θ1 and −θ1 (similar to the Up-Looking configuration). The angles θ2,
and θ3 are used to define the skew beams where θ2 is a positive angle that
projects both skewed beams in the positive x (downstream) at θ2 from the
vertical and θ3 can be positive or negative, and projects the skew beams in
the positive y-direction or negative y-direction.
For the Up-Looking configurations we considered the placement of one in-
strument at the center of the channel and the placement of two instruments
offset a distance from the left and right banks. A Side Looking configuration
was also analysed with an instrument held at a constant distance from the
channel bottom. Finally, the Tetrahedral beam configuration, with a total
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of five beams, three of which are in the same plane (xz) while the other two
are at skewed angles, was also considered. As mentioned before the angles
used to define the beams centerline of the Up-Looking instrument were set
at 45 and -45 degrees from the vertical; the angles for the Side Looking in-
strument were set at -25, 25 degrees from the vertical for the downstream
and upstream direction respectively, for the Tetrahedral instrument config-
uration permutations of angles: 25, 45, and 60 degrees were used to define
the beams’ center lines. A critical advantage of the tool presented here lies
in its versatility to explore different instrument configurations, the angles
set to define the beam’s center lines and the number of beams can be easily
manipulated depending on what the user wants to explore. In this study,
the downstream (u) velocities extracted from all the beams of the virtual
instrument were averaged to provide an index velocity for the given instru-
ment configuration. It should be noted that the instrument configuration
discussed in Section 3.3 allows the user to specify any algorithm varying any
combination of u, v, and w velocity components at any combination of lo-
cations along the beams. This allows examination of cell sizes, instrument
configuration, profiling modes, and many other topics that are beyond the
scope of this thesis.
3.4 FLOW-3D Output: Velocity Distributions
The detailed output of velocity distributions made available through the
use of a three dimensional computational fluid dynamics model was a core
component of the development of the tool presented in this thesis. Figure 3.4
gives an example of velocity data extracted at a section of one of the channels
modeled in this study for the 50% bankfull discharge. This figure shows a
snapshot of the velocity distributions at a cross-section of the channel for
clean conditions (3.4A), under the influence of vegetation (3.4B), and with
an obstacle upstream of this section obstructing the flow (3.4C). The beam
location for a Side Looking instrument is shown as a solid line. Also, the
figure outlines with dashed lines the location of the beams of a Tetrahedral
instrument as defined in Section 3.3. Showing the beams of the instruments
at this channel cross-section illustrates the window of data that each instru-
ment ’sees’. This limited window incites thought regarding the implication of
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perturbations to the channel that change the velocity distributions and the
effect that these changes have on the velocity distribution the instrument
measures.
Figure 3.4: Model results, velocity distributions for clean channel (A),
channel with vegetation (B), and channel with an obstacle (C).
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CHAPTER 4
RESULTS: EXPLORING THE DATA
A data base was built that contained the FLOW-3D model results for
the various flow and channel conditions for each geometry. The data were
processed using MATLAB to output two text files for the different instrument
configurations. One of the text files was composed of the (x,y,z) coordinates
that define the centerline of the beam, (u,v,w) velocities that fall within the
beam, and the water depth, fluid fraction, and volume of fluid. This file was
then processed further with MATLAB to output the second text file. First
the velocities that fell within the beam radius are filtered by eliminating the
cell closest to the surface and channel bottom. The remaining velocities were
averaged to compute an index velocity, and this value was stored. The second
text file also included the discharge, mean cross-section velocity, maximum
velocity recorded by the instrument configuration, cross-sectional area, water
depth and the time of the simulation. This file was used in the development
of velocity-index ratings.
4.1 Results Channel Geometry: Case One
For Case One, where the channel has a smaller aspect ratio, a clear lin-
ear trend was observed between the velocity read by the instruments and
the mean channel velocity, as depicted by Figure 4.1. Also, data in Figure
4.1 illustrates that the index velocity measured by most of the instruments
tends to be greater than the mean channel velocity with the exception of the
Side Looking configuration. Index velocities measured by the Side Looking
configuration fall on the VAvg = VIndex line for velocities < 1.8m/s; however,
as the velocity increases the measured velocities tend to be smaller than the
mean channel velocity.
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Figure 4.1: Velocity-index vs mean channel velocity data collected for Case
One.
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Figure 4.2: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case One from the
numerical model, for the clean channel condition. A: 1 Up-Looking
instrument configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C:
Tetrahedral instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument
configuration.
Figure 4.3: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case One from the
numerical model, for the vegetated channel condition. A: 1 Up-Looking
instrument configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C:
Tetrahedral instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument
configuration.
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The data were then separated by instrument configuration and channel
condition and a linear regression was applied for each instrument in each
channel condition. Applying a linear regression produced good fits for the
data, with correlation coefficients near unity as shown in Figures 4.2, 4.3,
and 4.4. Each figure contains four plots: A, B, C, and D, corresponding to
instrument configurations: 1 Up-Looking, 2 Up-Looking, Tetrahedral, and a
Side Looking, respectively. Figure 4.2, shows the linear fits for all instruments
for the clean channel conditions, Figure 4.3 illustrates the vegetated channel
conditions, and finally Figure 4.4 shows the linear fits obtained when an
obstacle is introduced upstream of the measuring site.
The index-velocity ratings are in the form y = mx + b, where y is the
dependent variable representing the mean channel velocity, x is the indepen-
dent variable or index-velocity , b is the y − intercept, and m is the slope
which is the velocity coefficient, a ratio between the mean channel velocity
and mean velocity measured by the instrument. For each condition, (clean,
vegetated, and channel with obstacle) the different instrument configurations
Figure 4.4: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case One from the
numerical model, for the channel with obstacle condition. A: 1 Up-Looking
instrument configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C:
Tetrahedral instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument
configuration.
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were placed at the same location along the x-axis, (the stream wise direc-
tion). It is interesting to note that even though the different configurations
were measured under the same conditions they produced different ratings.
This indicates that replacing an instrument with a different instrument can
require development of a new rating.
The results presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 reveal variation between
the slopes of the ratings produced by each instrument configuration for the
different channel conditions. The differences vary from −0.0419 comparing
Figures 4.2D and 4.3D to 0.0317 comparing Figures 4.2C and 4.3C. Although
these differences are small they are significant enough to produce errors that
range from −0.160m/s (−10%) to 0.173m/s (6.6%). The velocity-index rat-
ing curves presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 were calibrated to the channel
conditions; however, despite this calibration the ratings have produced errors.
The Standard Error of the Estimate or SEE for each of the velocity-index
ratings for the different channel conditions are outlined in Table 4.1
Table 4.1: Standard error of the estimate of the velocity produced with
each of the velocity-index ratings, for Case One.








1 Up-Looking 0.048 0.045 0.063
2 Up-Looking 0.039 0.021 0.036
Tetrahedral 0.046 0.037 0.057
Side Looking 0.069 0.070 0.068
From Table 4.1 it was noted that the instrument configurations that pro-
duced the smallest SEE were the 2 Up-Looking instruments, while the con-
figuration with the largest SEE was the Side Looking instrument. Upon
further inspection of the residuals of each configuration it was found that 1
Up-Looking, 2 Up-Looking, and Tetrahedral instrument configurations have
randomly scattered residuals around zero: see Figure 4.5 A,B,C. For all dis-
cussion of residuals in this paper, the residual is defined as:
Verror = VAvg − Vestimated (4.1)
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Figure 4.5: Residual plots for Case One. A: 1 Up-Looking instrument
configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C: Tetrahedral
instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument configuration.
Where VAvg is the mean channel velocity and Vestimated is the velocity es-
timated with the velocity-index rating. The Side Looking configuration ex-
hibits a linear trend in the residuals plot that increases with water depth, see
Figure 4.5D. The trend in the residuals implies that there is the possibility of
another factor at play that should be taken into account when building the
velocity-index rating curve for the Side Looking instrument configuration.
In Section 4.3 multiple linear regression is used to incorporate stage into the
velocity-index rating and eliminate this trend in the residuals.
4.2 Results Channel Geometry: Case Two
For Case Two, where the channel has a larger aspect ratio, there is also
a clear linear trend between the velocity read by the instruments and the
mean channel velocity, as illustrated by Figure 4.6. The data presented in
Figure 4.6 show that the index velocity measured by most of the instruments
tends to be greater than the mean channel velocity, with the exception of the
Side Looking configuration. Index velocities measured by the Side Looking
configuration larger than 2m/s tend to be smaller than the mean channel
velocity.
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As was done for Case One, the data presented in Figure 4.6 were then sepa-
rated by instrument configuration and channel condition. A linear regression
was applied for each instrument configuration and channel condition. Figures
4.7, 4.8, and 4.9, show the ratings for the clean channel, vegetated channel
and channel with an obstacle respectively.
The ratings produced for Case Two are more robust to channel changes
than the ratings produced for the Case One geometry. This was observed by
comparing the change in the slopes of the different rating curves produced for
each instrument for different conditions in both cases. For all instruments the
change in slope is less for the Case Two geometry than the changes observed
for the Case One geometry. In addition Figure 4.10 also indicates that the
spread of the velocity errors for the wide channel is less than that observed
in Case One. The only anomaly is the result produced by the Side Looking
instrument. To explain this inconsistency further analysis is required.
Figure 4.6: Velocity-index vs mean channel velocity data collected for Case
One.
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Figure 4.7: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case Two from the
numerical model, for the clean channel condition. A: 1 Up-Looking
instrument configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C:
Tetrahedral instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument
configuration.
Figure 4.8: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case Two from the
numerical model, for the vegetated condition. A: 1 Up-Looking instrument
configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C: Tetrahedral
instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument configuration.
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Figure 4.9: Linear regression to the data obtained for Case Two from the
numerical model, for the channel with an obstacle condition. A: 1
Up-Looking instrument configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument
configuration. C: Tetrahedral instrument configuration. D: Side Looking
instrument configuration.
Table 4.2 outlines the SEE obtained for Case Two for the different channel
conditions for each instrument configuration. From this table we can ob-
serve that the lowest SEE is obtained when the 2 Up-Looking instruments
are used while the largest SEE occurs with the Side Looking configuration.
Furthermore when comparing the values in Table 4.1 and 4.2, we observe
that the SEE for the ratings produced for the wider channel are less that
those produced for the narrow channel except for the Side looking configu-
ration. Lower SEE results for the wider channel were expected because the
wider channel sees less impact from the side walls so that the wall roughness,
vegetation on the bank, and an object in the channel would have less of an
effect on the velocity distributions. However, it was surprising that for the
Side Looking configuration the SEE was larger for the wide channel than for
the narrow channel.
Upon inspection of the residual plots for Case Two a linear trend was also
observed when the Side Looking configuration was used, see Figure 4.10 D.
This trend in the residuals gives an indication that there might be another
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Table 4.2: Standard error of the estimate of the velocity produced with
each of the velocity-index ratings, for Case Two.








1 Up-Looking 0.034 0.018 0.039
2 Up-Looking 0.029 0.024 0.038
Tetrahedral 0.033 0.018 0.030
Side Looking 0.146 0.141 0.111
Figure 4.10: Residual plot Case Two. A: 1 Up-Looking instrument
configuration. B: 2 Up-Looking instrument configuration. C: Tetrahedral
instrument configuration. D: Side Looking instrument configuration.
variable that needs to be taken into account when performing the linear
regression, it is expected that the application of a multi-variable linear re-
gression will decrease the SEE. This is addressed in Section 4.3.
4.3 Fixed Ratings: Case One and Case Two
Comparison
The results presented thus far show that if a channel undergoes changes
(i.e. vegetation growth or an obstruction to the flow from an obstacle) the
ratings calibrated for the new conditions will be different. In the field, ratings
are often not redeveloped for different conditions; instead data are collected
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of Standard error of the estimate of the velocity
produced with each of the velocity-index ratings for Case One and Case
Two
and used to build one rating. In the field some changes to ratings are tran-
sient, affecting the flow and modifying the rating for a short period (compared
to discharge measurement interval). In such cases developing a new rating
for the period affected by the channel change is impossible. In this section
the ratings produced by each instrument configuration for the clean channel
condition will be applied to the data collected for the vegetated channel and
channel with an obstacle. Using a clean configuration rating and examining
errors for all conditions is typical of actual field conditions at many sites,
particularly in small canals. Often when the instrument is installed mainte-
nance of the channel is done concurrently. Over time vegetation growth and
decay, sediment deposition and scour, and debris accumulation may mod-
ify the channel. While long-term changes can be reflected in a new rating,
short-term changes introduce errors in discharge determined from the exist-
ing rating. This section attempts to examine the magnitude of the errors
that can be introduced when applying a rating developed for a clean channel
when such changes have occurred.
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In order to provide a comparison of the performance of the different in-
strument configurations Figure 4.11 outlines the SEE for each instrument
configuration for different channel conditions for Case One and Case Two.
Figure 4.11A shows the results for the 1 Up-Looking configuration, 4.11B
shows the results for the 2 Up-Looking configuration, 4.11C shows the results
for the Tetrahedral configuration, and finally 4.11D shows the results for the
Side Looking configuration. The general trend exemplified in these figures
indicates that the SEE for the clean channel condition is the lowest. When
a disturbance is introduced to the channel then the SEE increases. Overall
the SEE reported for the Case Two geometry are lower than those reported
by the Case one geometry. Also, the Tetrahedral configuration shows negli-
gible change in the SEE for the wide channel under the different conditions,
indicating that the rating produced with the Tetrahedral configuration is
robust.
The SEE values shown in Figure 4.11 provide an estimate of the uncer-
tainty in the mean velocities estimated by the different measurement config-
urations and channel conditions. However, SEE gives no insight into any bias
in the residuals. In field applications bias is of greater concern than SEE.
Unbiased estimates with large SEE can be sampled at increased frequency to
improve the precision of the reported results. However, biased estimates will
always result in inaccurate predictions that are not improved by more fre-
quent sampling. In order to evaluate the bias in mean velocities estimated by
the ratings produced for the different instrument configurations and channel
conditions, plots showing the residuals between the predicted and observed
mean velocity are presented.
Figures 4.12, 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15 portray the results of comparing the
ratings produced for Case One against the results produced for Case Two for
the 1 Up-Looking, 2 Up-Looking, Tetrahedral, and Side Looking instrument
configurations respectively. For ease of reading, the velocity-index rating
produced for each of the configurations for the clean channel condition is
shown again, along with a plot of the residuals. The reader is reminded that
the residuals are defined with Equation 4.1: Verror = VAvg − Vestimated.
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Figures 4.12C and 4.12D show that when one Up-Looking instrument is
used to build the velocity index rating the spread of residuals is larger for
Figure 4.12: Rating developed with 1 Up-Looking configuration for Case
One and Case Two. A: Velocity-index rating Case One; B: Velocity-index
rating Case Two; C: Residuals Case One; B: Residuals Case Two.
Figure 4.13: Rating developed with 2 Up-Looking configuration for Case
One and Case Two. A: Velocity-index rating Case One; B: Velocity-index
rating Case Two; C: Residuals Case One; B: Residuals Case Two.
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the narrow channel. Also, for the narrow channel the velocity estimated with
the velocity-index rating tends to be greater than the mean channel velocity
in the presence of vegetation or obstacle. Data for the wide channel reveals
that residuals under vegetation or obstacle are larger than zero, hence the
velocity estimated with the rating curves tends to be smaller than the mean
channel velocity.
Figures 4.13C and 4.13D compare the results when the 2 Up-Looking in-
struments are used. They also show that the spread of residuals is smaller
for the wide channel. In addition, these figures demonstrate a bias in the
predicted mean velocities. For the narrow channel the estimated velocity
tends to be larger than the channel mean velocity when vegetation is present
or there is an obstacle obstructing the flow, see Figure 4.13C. Results for the
wide channel show that the spread of residuals in more evenly distributed
around zero, see Figure 4.13D. Similar trends are exhibited when the Tetra-
hedral instrument is used, as shown by Figure 4.14C and Figure 4.14D.
With the use of a Side Looking instrument the spread of residuals is largest
for the wide channel, as observed by comparing Figures 4.15C and 4.15D.
Figure 4.14: Rating developed with Tetrahedral configuration for Case One
and Case Two. A: Velocity-index rating Case One; B: Velocity-index rating
Case Two; C: Residuals Case One; B: Residuals Case Two.
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Figure 4.15: Rating developed with Side Looking configuration for Case
One and Case Two. A: Velocity-index rating Case One; B: Velocity-index
rating Case Two; C: Residuals Case One; B: Residuals Case Two.
This result is different from the outcomes presented previously for the other
instrument configurations. In addition, there is a linear trend in the residu-
als indicating the possibility of the need to included an additional variable
in the regression. A linear multi-variable regression was applied to the data
obtained with the Side Looking instrument configuration to address this lin-
ear trend in the residuals. The results of the multi-variable regression will
be discussed in detail later in this section.
A multi-variable regression that incorporated stage and index velocity was
performed for the data collected with the Side Looking configuration for both
channel geometries. This was done in an attempt to eliminate the linear
trend in the residuals observed when the Side Looking configuration was
used to develop the index-velocity rating for both geometries. Also, it was
anticipated that the significantly larger SEE observed for the Side Looking
configuration would decrease. Equation 4.2 is the velocity-index rating for
Case One and Equation 4.3 is velocity-index rating for Case Two.
Case1Clean : VAverage = 1.055Vindex + 0.341H − 0.25 (4.2)
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Case2Clean : VAverage = 1.051Vindex + 0.689H − 0.53 (4.3)
Where Vindex is the velocity reported by the instrument, H is the stage or
water depth, and VAverage is the estimated average channel velocity.
Figure 4.16: Comparison of residuals and SEE from ratings developed for
Case One and Two for the Side Looking configuration. A: Residuals Case
One; B:Residuals Case Two; C: SEE for Case One and Case Two.
Figures 4.16A and 4.16B compare the residuals reported for Case One and
Case Two, respectively for Equations 4.2 and 4.3. The plots of the residuals
show that the linear trend observed previously has been corrected; however,
there continues to be some bias in the reported errors. For example, Figure
4.16A shows that there is a tendency to underestimate the mean channel
velocity under the presence of vegetation. While Figure 4.16B shows an
underestimation of the velocity for conditions with vegetation or obstacle in
the channel. Although the SEE with the multi-variable regression decreased
significantly for both cases, Case Two continues to report larger SEE than
Case One. This result is troublesome because it was anticipated that the
SEE would be lower for the wider channel.
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4.4 Examining the Tetrahedral Instrument
Configuration
An advantage of the tool presented here lies in the flexibility to test differ-
ent instrument configurations and placement of instruments for any channel
configuration and expected perturbation to the channel. This ability is crit-
ical for the development of robust ratings. The tool presented in this thesis
allows for an exploration of the data base built for each channel geometry, it
allows for the beam orientation of the instrument configuration to be changed
until a permutation of angles that produces robust ratings is found. This will
be illustrated using the Tetrahedral configuration as an example.
As defined previously, the Tetrahedral configuration contains a total of
five beams defined with three angles, θ1, θ2, and θ3. To explore the relation
between the angles defining the beam location and the SEE reported, differ-
ent angles were used to define the Tetrahedral instrument configuration. For
each Tetrahedral configuration a velocity-index rating was built and the SEE
computed. Six different Tetrahedral configuration were defined by changing
the angles θ1, θ2, and θ3 (Table 4.3). This section will outline the results ob-
tained for the Case One and Case Two geometries when different Tetrahedral
configurations are implemented.
The Tetrahedral configuration discussed in previous sections and compared
with the Side Looking and Up-Looking instruments had angles θ1 = 25
◦,
θ2 = 25
◦ and θ3 = 60◦; the results reported for the Tetrahedral instrument
thus far are only for this angle configuration. In this section we analyzed
additional configurations to determine which would perform best under the
different hydraulic changes to the wide and narrow channels. Tables 4.3
and 4.4 summarizes the slope, intercept, and SEE obtained by applying the
different ratings developed using the different angle configurations for the
Tetrahedral instrument for Case One and Two respectively.
When comparing the slopes reported for each of the geometries of the differ-
ent Tetrahedral configurations it was observed that the Case Two geometry
exhibited less variation than the Case One geometry. Also, the slopes for
Case One are smaller than those reported for Case Two indicating that the
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Table 4.3: Standard error of the estimate of the velocity for Tetrahedral
configurations, Case One.








(25◦,25◦,60◦) 0.8252 -0.0035 0.046 0.086 0.083
(25◦,45◦,60◦) 0.8263 0.0241 0.034 0.067 0.065
(25◦,60◦,60◦) 0.8741 -0.0133 0.053 0.073 0.071
(45◦,45◦,60◦) 0.8232 0.0212 0.036 0.066 0.064
(45◦,60◦,60◦) 0.8914 -0.0323 0.066 0.092 0.089
(60◦,60◦,60◦) 0.866 -0.0062 0.051 0.071 0.069
Table 4.4: Standard error of the estimate of the velocity for Tetrahedral
configurations, Case Two.








(25◦,25◦,60◦) 0.9667 -0.0221 0.0330 0.0222 0.0427
(25◦,45◦,60◦) 0.9615 -0.0237 0.0419 0.0246 0.0464
(25◦,60◦,60◦) 0.9892 -0.0503 0.0434 0.0326 0.0356
(45◦,45◦,60◦) 0.9495 -0.0183 0.0442 0.0264 0.0459
(45◦,60◦,60◦) 0.9874 -0.0546 0.0493 0.0446 0.0392
(60◦,60◦,60◦) 0.9807 -0.0423 0.0404 0.0333 0.0319
index velocities measured in Case Two are closer to the mean cross-sectional
velocities. Further the SEE errors reported for the Case Two geometry were
in general smaller than those reported for the narrow channel. Interestingly,
the SEE for the narrow channel significantly increased when hydraulic alter-
ations were introduced while the SEE reported for the wide channel decreased
or showed little increase from the clean channel condition to vegetated chan-
nel or channel with an obstacle. An increase in SEE for for the non-clean
channel conditions was expected, however having little impact or a decrease
in the SEE for the wide channel was surprising. The configurations tested in
the Case Two geometry demonstrated resilience to channel modifications as
can be inferred by comparing the SEE.
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4.5 Vertical Velocity Distributions
Another advantage of the tool developed in this thesis is the ability to
obtain velocity data from anywhere in the modeled channel. Once a data
base has been built with the use of a CFD model the user can easily extract
velocity data from anywhere in the mesh. As an example, a section in the
channel (at x=29.45m) was divided into verticals as shown by Figure 4.17.
Note that for Case One L ≈ 2m and for Case Two L ≈ 20m.
Figure 4.17: Channel cross-section showing location of data extraction for
vertical velocity profiles.
At each vertical location shown in Figure 4.17 velocities were extracted at
points distributed between the water surface and the channel bottom. The
vertical velocity profiles obtained for Case One and Case Two were compared
to the vertical velocity curve ordinates obtained by Hulsing, Smith, and Cobb
in 1966, referred to as the USGS Curve hereafter. Also, a power law was fitted
to the vertical profile at Location 4, the center of the channel, and applied
to rest of the verticals.
4.5.1 Comparison to Theory: Vertical Curve Ordinates
The data from Table 4.5 was plotted and a line was fitted through it. The


























Where y corresponds to the observation depth, D is the channel depth, u
is a point v measured at y and u¯ is the mean vertical velocity. The power law
fit to the USGS curve gave a standard error of estimate of 0.019. This was
then compared to observed velocities from the selected locations outlined by
Figure 4.17. The SEE between the observed or modeled data and the USGS
curve for the different locations are listed in Table 4.6.
If we compare the SEE observed at Location 4 (see Table 4.6) we can infer
that the Case Two geometry fits the USGS curve better than the Case One
geometry; the difference in SEE at Location 4 between these two geometries
is approximately 23% .
4.5.2 Comparison of Power Law Equation Fit to Location 4
A power law function was fitted to the vertical velocity data observed from
the centerline (Location 4) for both Case One and Case Two. The power law
fitted to the narrow channel took the following form: (u
u¯
) = 1.2351( y
D
)0.2623.
For Case Two the equation is of the form (u
u¯
) = 1.2731( y
D
)0.2704. The SEE
from applying these two equations to the velocities observed at the different
vertical locations are summarized in Table 4.7. Overall the wide channel
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Table 4.6: SEE of velocities at selected verticals compared to standard
(USGS) vertical velocity curve.















correlates better with the power law fitted to Location 4; the SEE at Loca-
tion 4 for the narrow channel is approximately 80% larger than the SEE at
Location 4 for the wide channel. The wide channel shows that the power law
fit to the centerline gives good fit to verticals within ≈ 2% for Locations 2, 3,
5,and 6. However, the power law shows larger deviation (≈ 7%) at Locations
1, 1b, 7, and 7b. The banks show the effect of side wall. The results for the
narrow channel report that SEE from velocity profiles fit to the center line
of the channel are on the order of 10 − 28% for all verticals. This implies
that channel walls are affecting the velocity profile throughout channel.
A power law function has a better fit when applied to the wider channel;
this can be inferred from the lower SEE reported in Table 4.7 as mentioned
previously, and a visual representation can also be observed in Figures 4.18
and 4.19, for Case One and Case Two respectively. These figures show in red
a power law fitted to the data obtained from the model, at Location 4. This
curve shows less deviation form the model data for Case Two. As the vertical
profiles move from Location 4 to the edge of the channel the data obtained
from the model deviates from the power law function fitted to Location 4.
This deviation is more pronounced for the narrow channel, as depicted by
Figure 4.18. In addition, from Location 4 to Location 1b and 7b there is
an increase in SEE for both geometries. However for Case 2 the increase is
≈20%; in comparison, for Case One the increase is much larger ≈ 2 times
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Table 4.7: SEE of data fitted to equation (u
u¯
) = 1.2351( y
D
)0.2623 for Case
One, and to equation (u
u¯
) = 1.2731( y
D
)0.2704 .















when comparing Location 4 to 1b and ≈ 4 times when comparing Location
4 to Location 7b, while for Case Two the difference is only ≈20%. Note that
the coefficients and powers changed for the equations fitted to the data.
Figure 4.18: Case One: Comparison of equation form Location 4 to data
obtained from model
4.5.3 Velocity Distributions: Advantage of Detailed Data
Detailed velocity distributions available at any location of the channel
through the use of FLOW-3D made the application of the tool presented
extremely beneficial in furthering the understating of the effect hydraulic
changes have on velocity-index rating curves. Figure 3.4 (See Section 3.4)
and 4.20 exemplify the suitability of three dimensional modeling for the ap-
plication of the tool presented in this thesis for Case One and Case Two.
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Figure 4.20A shows the velocity distributions for clean channel condition.
Figure 4.20B shows the velocity distribution for the channel with vegetation,
and Figure 4.20C shows velocity distributions in the presence of an obstacle
obstructing the flow. These figures are for the same flow condition (50%)
(bankfull) and the same downstream boundary condition.
The data extracted by each instrument configuration discussed in previ-
ous sections produce a limited sample of the velocity distribution at a cross-
section. Further, depending on the instrument configuration used the distri-
bution of the sampled velocity will be different. This is illustrated by the
sketch of the Side Looking and Tetrahedral instruments shown in Figures 3.4
and 4.20. These figures show that the the Side Looking will generally sample
lower velocities while the Tetrahedral samples velocities that are more rep-
resentative of the mean flow characteristics. Further, Figure 4.6 illustrates
that for the wide channel the presence of the side walls, vegetation or an
obstacle obstructing the flow have little effect on the velocity distribution
at the center of the channel. The resilience of Tetrahedral configuration for
the Case Two geometry to flow modifications and changes in the channel
conditions is explained by considering the sample volume of the instrument
for the different conditions. Figure 4.20 A, B, and C show that the Tetra-
hedral instrument samples at the center of the channel, where the velocity
distribution is rather constant.
Instrument configurations whose sample data distribution has little varia-
tion produced velocity-index ratings that generate more accurate discharge
records. The averaging algorithm in this tool took an arithmetic mean of
Figure 4.19: Case Two: Comparison of equation form Location 4 to data
obtained from model
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the velocity read by the instrument to use as an index velocity for the de-
velopment of velocity-index rating curves. Instruments that did not show
variation in their sample velocities (and whose average did not change sig-
nificantly) for the different flow and channel conditions generally produced
smaller SEE. For the wide channel the instruments that performed best were
the Tetrahedral, the 2 Up-Looking, and the 1 Up-Looking. For this geometry
the instrument that performed the worst was the Side Looking.
Boxplots are a graphical way to provide a concise summary of the distri-
bution of data, by indicating the spread and skewness. In this thesis we are
using them to provide some insight as to the distribution of velocities each
instrument reads. Boxplots show the median, the upper and lower quartiles,
and outliers of the data set. For a detail explanation see Figure 4.21. Figure
4.23 shows boxplots for the data each instrument configuration read for the
same flow conditions as those in Figure 4.20; this figure shows that data read
by the Tetrahedral configuration has a distribution more or less constant,
with an average velocity that shows minimal fluctuation. Similar results are
observed for the 2 Up-Looking and the 1 Up-Looking instrument. However,
the average reported for the Side Looking instrument decreases significantly
in the presence of vegetation or an obstacle in the flow. From the boxplot
we can infer that the Side Looking for vegetation and obstacle conditions re-
ports a large number of small velocities. These small velocities are lowering
the mean velocity reported even though the flow is the same. Figures 4.20B
and 4.20C show that the Side Looking instrument is located in a section of
the channel where the influence of vegetation or an obstacle is significantly
decreasing the magnitude of the velocities. It is suspected that if the Side
Looking configuration had a different averaging algorithm, for example av-
eraging only the center 80% of the data, the results produced by the Side
Looking instrument would improve significantly. Further study is required
to confirm this. For the narrow channel similar results are observed as far as
which instrument configurations produce ratings that were accurate, Figure
4.22 shows boxplots for the data collected by each instrument configuration
for the same flow conditions for a clean channel, in the presence of vegetation
or an obstacle in the flow.
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The results in Section 4.3 show that for the wide channel the velocity-index
ratings developed for the different instruments produce smaller SEE with the
exception of the Side Looking instrument. The Side Looking configuration
performed better in the narrow channel than the wide. This result seemed
troublesome; however, a snapshot of the velocity distribution read by each
instrument provides clarification of what might be occurring. The boxplots
in Figures 4.22 and 4.23 for the Side Looking instrument reveal that the
wide channel has a wide spread of small velocities (outliers) which change
the mean velocity reported significantly. In the narrow channel there are also
some outliers however the change in the reported mean is not as pronounced.
Because the flow condition is the same for the three instrument readings,
a change in the velocity index read by the instrument from one channel
condition to the next indicates that the relation between the index velocity
and the mean channel velocity has changed. Using the velocity-index rating
curve produce for the clean channel condition will result in errors because
the relation between the index velocity and the mean is not constant.
Although some of the results were intuitive, the availability of detailed ve-
locity data improved the understanding of the response velocity distributions
have to changes in channel flow and changes in the channel configuration.
Results in Section 4.3 show that the SEE for the Case One geometry in-
creased when a disturbance was introduced to the channel, i.e. vegetation
or obstacle. It was expected that this would be the case because the rat-
ing curve was developed with data collected for the clean channel condition.
However, from Figure 4.11 it was noted that the SEE for the channel with
an obstacle is slightly lower than the SEE reported for the channel with veg-
etation. This small detail can be explained with Figure 3.4. For the clean
channel the velocity distribution is as expected, evenly distributed with the
core at the center of the cross-section. When vegetation or an obstacle are
introduced there is a shift in the distribution; however, the shift is less pro-
nounced for the channel with an obstacle than the channel with vegetation.
This leads to the hypothesis that the instrument samples velocities that have
a distribution ’closer’ to those sampled during the clean channel condition.
On the other hand the distribution sampled for the vegetated condition is
shifted more dramatically, the core of the velocity distribution does not fall
within any of the beams.
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This tool was also used to extract vertical velocity profiles at locations
shown in Figure 4.17. To illustrate how the flow is disturbed by the side
wall and the presence of vegetation or an obstacle the vertical profiles for
Locations 1b and 7b and Locations 3 and 5 were compared for Case One and
Case Two. The flow condition for both of these geometries corresponds to
the 50% bankfull, which is the same flow shown in Figures 3.4 and 4.20 for
Case One and Case Two. In general Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show that the flow
near the side walls does not compare well with expected theory due to the
wall roughness. Further, the presence of vegetation or an obstacle make this
deviation from theory more pronounced and although we are dealing with a
trapezoidal channel the asymmetry is lost.
Figure 4.20: Case Two: Model results, velocity distributions for clean
channel (A), channel with vegetation (B), and channel with an obstacle.
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Figure 4.21: Definition of boxplots as used in this thesis.
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Figure 4.22: Case One: Box plots for data collected by each instrument for
the same flow condition.
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Figure 4.23: Case Two: Box plots for data collected by each instrument for
the same flow condition.
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For Locations 3 and 5 (further from the walls) the extracted velocity values
follow the theory better than those reported near the side walls. For the nar-
row channel, when vegetation or an obstacle are present, profiles at Location
3 and 5 don’t compare as well. This occurs because for the narrow channel
Location 3 is still close enough to the side wall that it ’feels’ the impact of
vegetation or an obstacle on the bank, see Figure 4.26. This deviation is
not observed in the wide channel, the vertical profile at Locations 3 and 5
compare well even in the presence of vegetation, See Figure 4.27.
Figure 4.24: Comparison of theoretical and observed vertical velocity
distributions for Case One: Location 1b and 7b
Figure 4.25: Comparison of theoretical and observed vertical velocity
distributions for Case Two: Location 1b and 7b
Figure 4.26: Comparison of theoretical and observed vertical velocity
distributions for Case One: Location 3 and 5
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of theoretical and observed vertical velocity




5.1 Summary of Findings
The tool presented in this thesis provided insight to the effect different flow
and channel conditions have on velocity-index rating curves. It allowed for
the exploration of different instrument configurations for the development of
velocity-index rating curves. The tool developed was applied to two different
channel geometries: both channels were trapezoidal, however one had an
aspect ratio of four while the other was much wider with an aspect ratio
of 22. For both cases the use of different instruments produced different
velocity-index ratings curves for the same flow and channel conditions. This
occurred because the relation between the velocity index and mean channel
velocity changes depending on the instrumentation used. Further, in all
cases the ratings developed with the 2 Up-Looking instruments in general
produce lower SEE, while the ratings developed with the use of the Side
Looking report a larger SEE. The use of a Side Looking instrument also
resulted in residual plots that exhibit a linear trend, indicating that stage
was a significant parameter that needed to be accounted for in the linear
regression.
Testing different Tetrahedral configurations revealed that this configura-
tion is the most robust to channel changes for the wide channel. For the
narrow channel the different Tetrahedral configurations tested showed that
increasing the magnitude of the θ3 angle increased the SEE reported. It is
suspected that this occurs because an increase in magnitude for θ3 will place
the skew beams closer to the channel walls hence the effects of roughness,
vegetation, and the obstacle are more pronounced. For instances where veg-
etation or an obstacle is present the instrument will read velocities that are
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lower hence the index reported will change. This phenomenon was not ob-
served in the wide channel because regardless of the angles used the channel
is wide enough that the Tetrahedral beams measure velocities near the center
which are not impacted by changes near the side walls and which are more
representative of the main flow characteristics.
The conclusions above illustrate a small sample of the types of analysis
that can be done and the insight that can be gained from application of this
tool. The following section suggests some additional research that can be
performed with this tool.
5.2 Future Work
The averaging algorithm used in this tool can be modified to facilitate
exploration of the effect of changing the way each instrument computes an
index. In particular the effect of changing the averaging for the Side Looking
configuration is of interest. It is suspected that a moving average, which
looks for a section with larger velocities or only averaging a smaller subsec-
tion of the data read by the Side Looking instrument might help improve
its performance. Additionally, the use of FLOW-3D gives a detailed three
dimendional velocity field. For this study only the x component of the ve-
locity was used in the computation of an index velocity. Using other velocity
components is something worth exploring and which would not require a vast
amount of additional effort. In the field, obtaining such detailed information
of velocities is time consuming, costly and at some sites impractical. The use
of FLOW-3D makes this task more manageable.
Data sets were only built for two geometries, to gain more insight into the
performance of different instruments more geometries should be explored. In
particular it would be interesting to investigate if the errors produced for
different instruments have any correlation to different aspect ratios.
Exploring the possibility of the application of this tool to develop index-
velocity ratings for a site instead of the traditional approach of building a
rating from field measurement is a task worth exploring. The applications
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of FLOW-3D are vast and with the improvement in computational power
developing a numerical model for an actual site is not an unusual practice.
This task requires the development and calibration of a FLOW-3D model. A
numerical model would decrease the amount of time necessary to build rat-
ings in the field primarily because it would significantly decrease the number
of field measurements that need to be performed, since the number of mea-
surements needed for model calibrations can be significantly less than the
number needed to define an empirical rating. Also, if a numerical model
is successfully calibrated, it facilitates examining a wider range of flow and
channel conditions, which can then be incorporated into the rating curve.
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